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In this article we analyze the historical development of a super-
vised externship program at American University, Washington Col-
lege of Law ("WCL"). We trace the origins of our particular
pedagogic goals and program design to the history and culture of our
institution, in the hopes that this form of self-reflection will be useful
to others making their own choices about these matters.' Through
* Peter Jaszi is a Professor of Law at American University, Washington College of Law
("WCL"). Ann Shalleck is a Professor of Law and Director of the Clinical Program and
the Women and the Law Program. Marlana Valdez is Director of the Externship Program.
Susan Carle is an Assistant Professor of Law and Faculty Coordinator of the Externship
Program. They would like to thank Robert Dinerstein and David Chavkin for comments
on earlier drafts, and Karolyn Hicks and Lisa Bleich for expert research assistance.
1 We thus hope to make a contribution to the growing literature about externship
pedagogy by drawing lessons from our own experiences. Although an important project
would be tracing the overall development of externship pedagogy, we do not attempt in
this article to put our own experience into this context. We do, however, draw at least
implicitly from some of the excellent prior work in this area. See, e.g., Kate E. Bloch,
Subjunctive Lawyering and Other Clinical Extern Paradigms, 3 CLIN. L. REV. 259 (1997);
Stacy Caplow, From Courtroom to Classroom: Creating an Academic Component to En-
hance the Skills and Values Learned in a Student Judicial Clerkship Clinic, 75 NEB. L. REV.
872 (1996); Robert F. Seibel & Linda H. Morton, Field Placement Programs: Practices,
Problems and Possibilities, 2 CLIN. L. REV. 413 (1996); Linda Morton, Creating a Class-
room Component for Field Placement Programs: Enhancing Clinical Goals with Feminist
Pedagogy, 45 ME. L. REV. 19 (1993); Linda Smith, The Judicial Clinic: Theory and Method
in a Live Laboratory of Law, 1993 UTAH L. REV. 429.
Earlier foundational scholarship includes Robert Condlin, "Tastes Great, Less Filling":
The Law School Clinic and Political Critique, 35 J. LEGAL EDUC. 45 (1986) (advocating for
an "outside cooperative office" that would allow students to engage in practice and allow
supervising law school instructors to engage in critique, questioning not only the outside
attorney's choices but also the structure of the legal system that encourages those choices);
Kenny Hegland, Condlin's Critique of Conventional Clinics: The Case of the Missing Case,
36 J. LEGAL EDUC. 427 (1986) (arguing that outside placements have certain benefits, but
being better situated to perform critique is not one of them); Henry Rose, Legal Extern-
ships: Can They Be Valuable Clinical Experiences for Law Students?, 12 NOVA L. REV. 95
(1987) (arguing that externship placements can offer a lower-cost alternative to in-house
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this self-study we have realized that - contrary to the way clinical
literature often conceives of program development - we did not start
by articulating a complete set of goals, around which we then built a
program. Instead, goal formation and program development occurred
together in a far more complex, interactive process. The steps we
took in building a program led to the identification of our pedagogical
goals, just as articulating those goals pointed the way towards next
steps in program design.
We describe below the externship program that emerged from
this process, highlighting pedagogical choices that may be of interest
to others. In brief summary, some of the salient features of our pro-
gram are as follows. We conceive of externship seminars, taught for
full teaching credit by a broad cross-section of permanent, full-time
faculty at the Washington College of Law, as the centerpiece of, our
program.2 It is these seminar experiences, rather than students' work
in the field, that provide the forum in which learning takes place. Stu-
dents bring their field experiences back to the law school as the "text"
for critical analysis. In this respect, our program model may have sim-
ilarities to those of some other schools. It differs, however, from the
"ecological" learning model about which Brook Baker and others at
Northeastern University have written extensively, which emphasizes
the placement as the primary site of learning.3
Our program reflects this difference in various ways. We do not,
for example, view students' field supervisors as the "faculty" who
guide students in their educational experience.4 Rather, the field su-
pervisors are an integral component of the practice setting that is the
object of study. We rely on our own faculty to construct an educa-
tional experience, based on a combination of classroom instruction
clinics, available to more students).
2 Most of these faculty members are sympathetic to but not formally a part of our
clinical programs and our externship program thus provides a forum for cross-fertilization
between our clinical and non-clinical programs, as we discuss in greater detail below. We
also draw on a few adjunct faculty with special expertise in certain practice areas, such as
international human rights law and lawyering for the government and public interest.
3 See, e.g., Brook K. Baker, Beyond MacCrate: The Role of Context, Experience, The-
ory, and Reflection in Ecological Learning, 36 ARIZ. L. REV. 287 (1994); Donald J.
Givelbar, Brook K. Baker, John McDevitt & Robyn Miliano, Learning Through Work: An
Empirical Study of Legal Internships, 45 J. LEGAL EDUC. 1 (1995); cf Robert Condlin,
Learning from Colleagues: A Case Study in the Relationship between "Academic" and
"Ecological" Clinical Legal Education, 3 CLIN. L. REV. 337 (1997) (evaluating ways in
which communication styles in field supervision may interfere with student learning).
4 In this respect, our model differs from those programs that place emphasis on train-
ing field supervisors. See, e.g., Liz Ryan Cole, Training the Mentor: Improving the Ability
of Legal Experts to Teach Students and New Lawyers, 19 N.M. L. REV. 163 (1989); Janet




and regular supervision meetings.
Nor do we include the teaching of lawyering skills as a goal of our
externship program.5 Instead, the focus is on providing students with
tools for thinking critically about their work as lawyers in the institu-
tions in which they will operate. Our pedagogical goals call for stu-
dents to observe the realities they are likely to face in practice, to
develop some critical perspective on the conditions they find, and to
begin to develop strategies for realizing their goals and values within
these settings. In this respect, our externship program provides a
complement to, but not a substitute for, the focus of our in-house clin-
ics on the development of reflective practice skills.
Our program design is tied to these pedagogical choices. The ex-
ternship seminars cover a variety of topics that arise in clinical teach-
ing but may not be fully explored because of competing teaching
priorities related to client representation. Externship seminars may,
for example, compare the nature of law practice in various settings,
explore theories of bureaucracy, examine the dynamics and politics of
the workplace, use studies of the history and sociology of the legal
profession to enrich students' perspectives on their placements, and
confront legal ethics in theory and practice. In addition, externship
seminars allow us to make students' immediate concerns about the
transition from school to practice the object of serious academic in-
quiry. The goals students have for their careers and the ways they
approach the planning of their work lives are addressed not just as
individual choices, but also as examples of the way a profession shapes
and is shaped by its members. Students are encouraged to become
insightful about the values they bring to their work, the values they
encounter in the legal workplace, the workplace communication of
values through supervision and training, and the process of change
that occurs as they face value conflicts.
Our students select their own placements within the not-for-
profit sector, in any government agency (local, state or federal), non-
profit organization, or pro bono project within a law firm, provided
that the organization agrees to assign the student projects or parts of
projects comparable to those of a beginning lawyer in the organiza-
tion. Within these broad limits, we do not monitor the nature of the
placement or attempt to ensure that specific legal skills training oc-
curs. Similarly, we do not attempt to ensure that students are exposed
to ideal practice conditions or artificial situations engineered through
our intervention. Instead, we try to assist students in finding field
placements that will provide rich material for critical reflection and
5 Cf. Caplow, supra note 1, at 873-86 (arguing that judicial externships can teach law-
yering skills enumerated in MacCrate report).
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opportunities for professional growth, and then to help them identify
their goals for the externship experience and negotiate with their field
supervisor to attain those goals.
In Part I of this article, we outline the institutional history that led
to the development of the externship pedagogy outlined above. In
Part II, we offer a description of our program's organization. In Part
III, we present some of our thoughts on the directions in which we
would like to lead our program's future development. Finally, we of-
fer some reflections on our experience.
I. GENESIS OF THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF LAW'S
EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
A. The Foundations of WCL's Externship Model: 1978-1992
Several aspects of the recent history of the Washington College of
Law converged to produce our externship program: the effort to inte-
grate pro bono work into the curriculum; the collective sense of dis-
satisfaction with a system of individually supervised externship
placements; and the development of a programmatic focus within the
law school. In addition, our program was, to a certain extent, a re-
sponse to external pressure. We tell the particular story of our pro-
gram's development in an effort to construct an account of the factors
that gave rise to our current externship pedagogy. We do not seek
here to create a broader narrative or to place our own experience in
the context of developments throughout legal education. Nor can we
identify how typical or idiosyncratic are our own roots. Rather, we
wish only to identify the elements that were formative in our own in-
stitutional history. We expect that the telling of multiple stories, in-
cluding our own, will ultimately lead us to a better understanding of
how different factors converged to create externships as a distinct way
of learning about the law and legal institutions.
One historical line relates to the law school's public service func-
tions, in which our colleague Burt Wechsler, a professor of Constitu-
tional Law, was a crucial figure. Almost from the moment of his
arrival in 1978, Burt advocated strongly that the school should be do-
ing more to encourage and support pro bono activities. In the mid-
1980's, Burt proposed and our faculty adopted a motion supporting
the appointment of a public interest coordinator. Some interpreted
the resolution as calling for the allocation of more institutional re-
sources to better organize our then somewhat incoherent externship
program, through which much student pro bono activity occurred.
Others feared that assigning the development of an externship pro-
gram to a public service coordinator would produce neither a high
[Vol. 5:403
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quality externship program nor a broad-based public service compo-
nent in the law school. Temporary paralysis resulted, and the position
was never created. Discussions about the resolution, however, pro-
vided an early context for identifying the issues involved in building
our externship program.
Several years later, in 1991, the strong efforts of some faculty to
promote pro bono led to then-Dean Elliott Milstein's forming an ad
hoc faculty-student Pro Bono Committee chaired by Professor Peter
Jaszi, a long-time WCL faculty member. This event coincided with a
movement in the profession generally toward the idea of mandatory
pro bono requirements. After an elaborate process, involving school-
wide meetings and other solicitations of opinion from the WCL com-
munity, the Committee issued a report recommending a mandatory
pro bono requirement. That proposal was put to a student referen-
dum. During a hard fought and emotional process, three positions
emerged. One group supported the requirement. A second was not
opposed to the idea of a pro bono requirement but contested the pro-
posal's definition of pro bono service cost in terms of addressing the
legal service needs of underserved individuals and groups. Finally, a
third and very vocal group was opposed to any requirement as a bur-
den on student autonomy. When the proposal was narrowly de-
feated, we were left with the question of what to do with the
considerable positive sentiment concerning pro bono work that the
discussion had generated.
Shortly after the referendum the Dean announced that, although
the students had spoken on the question of a pro bono graduation
requirement, the school was strongly committed to pro bono and
would undertake a variety of initiatives to promote service. This re-
dedication to goals of public service, now separated from the issue of
the role of a public service coordinator, eventually contributed to the
institutional impetus for developing a meaningful Supervised Extern-
ship Program.
A second historical line developed from emerging faculty dissatis-
faction with our past practices regarding extemships. Since at least
the early 1970's, students at WCL had done externships for academic
credit. For most of that time, externships were offered on what we
now call the "individual tutorial" model. Faculty supervision, which
tended to be both informal and pro forma, had two basic variants. In
one, the student-initiated version, an individual student obtained a
placement and then canvassed faculty members until he or she found
a teacher willing (at a minimum) to sign the paperwork required at
the beginning and end of the semester to obtain academic credit. The
second version involved faculty-initiated placements. Some faculty
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members had relationships with particular offices, and they recruited
students more or less systematically.
In addition to using the individual tutorial model, WCL students
also found externship placements through our Federal Regulatory
Process program ("FRP"). 6 In this innovative summer program,
founded in 1979, students worked in federal agency placements during
the day and attended a series of related evening classes. Those classes
featured representatives from various federal agencies, including
those where students were working, talking about the functions of
their office. As one of WCL's first serious efforts to define a new
curricular offering relating to the special conditions of law practice in
the District of Columbia, FRP was an important step in the evolution
of our externship programs. It systematically attempted to develop
quality placements where the students' observations and actions
would provide an integral part of their learning about the ways the
federal regulatory process works. Also, FRP's emphasis on "seeing
and doing" ultimately would inspire us to think about where the learn-
ing value in an externship placement might reside. Significantly, FRP
represented WCL's first attempt at linking students' field experiences
to a classroom course.
A third line of development contributing to the design of our cur-
rent externship program was an increased emphasis on program de-
velopment in the institutional life of WCL. The FRP was only one
instance of that change. Another was the increasing profile of the
WCL clinics, whose faculty had, by the early 1990's, been fully inte-
grated into the law school as regular tenure-track faculty members. In
addition, the successful development of a Women and the Law pro-
gram and the creation of a significant LL.M. program in International
Legal Studies7 helped shape the life of the school. As these programs
grew and flourished, their success provided an impetus for efforts to
develop a new, challenging and creative externship program.
An ABA reaccredition team's site evaluation of our school in
1986-87 constituted a fourth line in the history of our externship pro-
6 Andy Popper, a professor of Torts and Administrative Law, developed and taught
the program. As a respected full-time faculty member, he gave the FRP program status
within the school. From this example, we learned about the importance that vesting re-
sponsibility for an externship program in a full-time faculty member may have for its insti-
tutional legitimacy.
7 The development of the International Legal Studies program contributed to the suc-
cess of our externship program in a second way. With our current Dean, Claudio Gross-
man, as its then-Director, the International Legal Studies program developed its own
externship placement component. This program fell completely outside the domain of the
J.D. program, but its existence contributed to an atmosphere within WCL strongly favor-
ing externships and contributed to our current Dean's belief in the importance of extern-
ships and support for our program.
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gram. The visitors' report rightly criticized the incoherence of our ex-
isting program design and the inadequacy of supervision and record-
keeping in our "individual tutorial" externships. These criticisms
sounded a "wake-up call"; in the early 1990's, with the next ABA in-
spection visit looming, they were helpful in obtaining the resources to
improve a substandard program - and, ultimately, to devise a new
model for externships.
Before we arrived at that model, however, we experimented with
improving our program by looking to the then-prevailing externship
model which assumed that the learning value of externships lay
outside the school, and viewed the field supervisor as the surrogate
teacher for purposes of delivering that learning value. We tried to get
field supervisors to take their responsibilities more seriously. In par-
ticular, then-Associate Dean Andy Popper oversaw a major overhaul
of the paperwork (including so-called "externship contracts") used in
our "individual tutorial" placements. In addition, he worked to bring
the field supervisors closer to the academic life of the law school by
sponsoring a series of events designed to inspire a sense of shared
enterprise. These attempts were consistent with some of the ap-
proaches contained in the ABA's new proposed standards for extern-
ship programs: encouraging academic oversight of the activities of
field supervisors and promoting their fuller integration into the teach-
ing program.
As these various lines of historical development converged, the
experiences of the faculty in the clinical program generated important
questions about the direction of the externship program. Initially, cli-
nicians voiced some doubts about the desirability of developing ex-
ternships as an important element of experiential learning at WCL.
The clinic had not yet achieved the broad acceptance as a strong, posi-
tive part of our institutional profile that it now enjoys. The struggles
over full integration of clinical faculty had just been won, and some
hostility toward the clinic lingered, as well as unease about its future
role within the institution. Many clinicians felt that devoting signifi-
cant resources to improving externship programming might create a
risk that future opponents of the clinic would invoke externships as a
cost-effective alternative to creating stronger, better, larger in-house
clinics.8
8 This risk was much stronger then than now because the availability of funding for
clinical education through Part E of Title IX of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended, 20 U.S.C. § 1134n-1134p, meant that many schools supported their in-house
clinics through "soft money" - i.e. grant funds that were not part of permanent program
budgets. Although most of WCL's clinics were supported by "hard money," the school
continued to receive some funding through Title IX. Thus, clinicians sensed vulnerability
as they anticipated battles about the institutionalization of "soft money" clinics when Title
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The clinicians' concerns had philosophical and pedagogical, as
well as institutional, dimensions. In general, they contended (as all of
us associated with the WCL externship program came to agree) that
externship placements cannot substitute for clinical experiences where
providing pedagogically sound training in the practice and theory of
client representation is concerned. Even at their best, externships
necessarily lack some of the essential components found in in-house
clinics: they rarely give students primary case responsibility; do not
provide the intensive, supportive, yet appropriately distanced supervi-
sion of case development and client relations that in-house clinics af-
ford; and they do not incorporate the mix of supervision, case rounds
and classroom instruction that encourages in-house clinic students to
learn client representation skills while acquiring a critical perspective
on lawyering and its relation to doctrine, legal institutions, and clients'
lives. As they were commonly structured at that time, externships
seemed to amount to clinics without clients, without supervision, and
without an intellectual framework. Why, our clinicians wondered,
should we promote a model of experiential learning that fell so far
short of the ideal? This strong and well-articulated critique provided
a useful challenge. It required those designing a new externship pro-
gram for WCL to articulate how such a program would achieve goals
that lay beyond the scope of our clinics' objectives, and to identify
points of similarity and difference between our clinical teaching meth-
ods and those appropriate to externship pedagogy.
This challenge helped us channel the momentum for change that
had resulted from the convergence of internal pressure to address the
issue of pro bono work and the ABA pressure to take action on ex-
ternships. It was clear that any initiative would require a faculty
"sponsor" to avoid the risk of becoming a marginalized program with
few resources. Early in 1992, with the support and encouragement of
then-Dean Elliott Milstein, Peter Jaszi9 began to develop a model of
an externship course that addressed the critiques of clinicians. The
conceptual challenge was how to use the clinicians' critique of extern-
IX funds ran out.
9 Peter was the former chair of the Pro Bono Task Force. Not a clinician but a copy-
right lawyer with an interest in critical theory, Peter was a supporter of an activist, service
orientation for the law school. He had been the beneficiary of practical education about
the theory and pedagogy of clinical education while serving on the Rank and Tenure Com-
mittee in the immediate aftermath of the "merger" that brought WCL's clinicians onto the
regular tenure track. Peter thus had not only read the clinical scholarship WCL's clinicians
were producing, but also had observed clinical teachers' classes and supervision video-
tapes. The opportunities to review the work of some of WCL's clinicians and to discuss the
premises of clinical teaching with others contributed greatly to Peter's thinking about how
to design an externship course that could provide a template for an externship program
with its own pedagogical identity.
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ships to help identify a new approach to externship teaching. 10 This
project presented a paradox: while seeking to avoid presenting ex-
ternships as a poor imitation of clinics, we also wanted to derive as
much guidance as possible from clinical education. Our question to
ourselves was, "What can we learn from the successes (and limita-
tions) of in-house clinics that will permit us to develop a complemen-
tary, but non-duplicative model of externship education?"
We recognized that WCL's existing externship program could not
adopt our clinics' model of supervision. As a practical matter, without
the infusion of significant resources focused on training, supervising,
and, perhaps paying the field supervisors, harried lawyers using un-
paid assistants could not be transformed into supervisors who resem-
bled clinical teachers. We also recognized that most externship
students would not be placed in situations where they would have pri-
mary responsibility for direct service delivery to clients - as is the
case in all our clinics. But a central theme of our clinic pedagogy -
providing students with structures for reflecting about work exper-
iences - seemed to be one that an externship program could adopt
and modify for its own purposes.
The question became, "Reflection about what?" In the clinic,
students were being encouraged to reflect about the nature of law
practice, themselves as lawyers, the lawyer-client relationship, the
lives of their clients, and the relationships among lawyering, client ex-
perience, law and legal institutions. We recognized, however, that this
body of interrelated material could not be the primary basis for stu-
dent reflection in the externship setting because students generally
would lack the crucial experience of being the primary legal service
provider for clients.
We realized, however, that some of the secondary and tertiary
foci of reflection in the clinic could begin to provide a coherent educa-
tional program for externships. While students in the clinic learn
about lawyering and themselves as lawyers, they also develop a so-
phisticated critical understanding of the subsystems in which they
were practicing. They were not only learning how to make the system
work to the advantage of a client, but also developing a more critical
understanding of why the legal process works as it does, who is ad-
vantaged and who is disadvantaged by the operation of the legal sys-
tem, how one might imagine it working differently, and what steps one
might take to bring about change. Therefore, we identified questions
concerning legal systems (including subsystems), and the prospect for
10 A number of clinical faculty were involved in the discussions with Peter, including




change in those systems, as important issues that might appropriately
be transplanted into the externship setting." In the clinical setting,
these questions were addressed primarily as part of the teaching of
lawyering. By placing students in a real practice setting, yet removing
the primary responsibility for client welfare and the need to master
the skills necessary for achieving results for a client, an externship
program could permit students to focus upon reflection about the
legal system, while being participant-observers within that system.
In exploring the relationship between externships and clinic, we
realized that an in-house clinic enables students to reflect upon how to
engage in good practice and make sound decisions in a relatively insu-
lated world, isolated from many of the pressures that working lawyers
generally feel, including financial pressures, caseload pressures, and
political pressures. In certain respects, however, this insulation may be
a program defect. At the least, it requires a trade-off of verisimilitude
for good teaching conditions that foster high standards of practice. In
teaching students about the feel of being a lawyer operating within
competing real world pressures, an externship might provide a better
experience than an in-house clinic. An appropriately designed extern-
ship program could expose students to the contradictions, pressures
and frustrations of practice, without having to hold these experiences
out as models of good practice.
Those of us who had supervised students in externships under our
old model understood that the ability of WCL faculty to affect what
students do in -a practice setting is quite minimal. In an externship
setting, students are enmeshed in a complex system with respect to
which the faculty supervisor is an outsider. We began to see the rela-
tionship between what can be taught in a clinic and an externship pro-
gram as involving the separation of two aspects of teaching students
how to be good lawyers. For example, while a clinic effectively
teaches students the multiple aspects of conceptualizing, analyzing
and writing an effective motion, an externship enables the students to
develop a critical awareness of why there are pressures in various set-
tings to use "form" motions and when such motions do or do not
11 This decision related to the choice within the clinical program about the kinds of
cases to assign to students. Although most of our clinicians have come out of activist back-
grounds and did work aimed at social change as lawyers, the clinics have decided that big
institutional change cases generally are not the best ones for our students, who are in-
volved for only a semester or a year, and cannot experience enough direct and primary
responsibility for such cases. Because the cases are so complex and last so long, students
cannot be expected to make major tactical and strategic decisions, but can only have secon-
dary roles. We realized that externships created an opportunity for students to work in
settings in which complex institutional reform cases were being litigated. In externships,
they could begin to experience and reflect upon the challenges of institutional reform.
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work. Developing this aspect of the students' critical understanding
was a function that our in-house clinics were not well-equipped to per-
form. Therefore, WCL's in-house clinic would benefit from having a
good externship program that encouraged students to look at law
practice under the constraints of real world settings.
After several years of work, we had conceptualized ways that an
externship program could augment and enrich students' experiential
learning opportunities rather than offer an inferior substitute for in-
house clinical training. During this time, the clinical program had sta-
bilized its position within WCL, and its clinicians had become fully
integrated into the faculty. From this position, the clinic could better
assess its own strengths and limitations, and could lend its support to
the development of a complementary form of experiential pedagogy
- one focusing on goals that the clinic itself could not fully address.
In summary, we developed in the course of our conversations an
understanding of two areas of emphasis for reflection in an externship
seminar. One was the acquisition of what we have termed "system
knowledge": that is, the inquiry into how systems work, what their
advantages and disadvantages are, who they serve and dis-serve, and
how they might be changed. The other was the acquisition of knowl-
edge about what it means to be a working lawyer in a constrained
situation and how individuals adapt or fail to adapt to such
constraints.
We realized that both doing and watching in an externship setting
would provide the raw material for reflection. Students would gather
the requisite material for reflection about legal systems and legal prac-
tice at least as much by looking around them as from their own activi-
ties. This awareness of the importance of doing and seeing led us to
the social science concept of "participant-observation' 1 2 as a way of
articulating the mixed role of our externship students. They were go-
ing to be in a particular milieu, participating in its characteristic local
practices, but at the same time they would be collecting information in
an attempt to develop critical perspective on that milieu and those
practices.
12 See, e.g., William Twining, In Other People's Power: The Bad Man and English Posi-
tivism, 1897-1997, 63 BROOK. L. REV. 189, 218 (1997): ("There is... the social science
concept of the participant-observer, who - leanly interpreted - participates in order to
observe. The concept is itself notoriously fuzzy; in order to avoid the Hawthorn effect, the
observer of a rain making ceremony must be restrained about innovating or suggesting
improvements in a subsequent debriefing session. The main point of participant-observa-
tion is to gain a better vantage-point and some first-hand experience of being part of the
action.") For another, somewhat different, example of social science (specifically, anthro-
pological) methodology applied to the pedagogy of experience, see Gay Gellhorn, Lynne
Robins & Pat Roth, Law and Language: An Interdisciplinary Study of Client Interviews, 1
CLIN. L. REV. 245 (1994).
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We developed the concept of "text" as a useful metaphor for
thinking and talking about how to use students' externship exper-
iences in the classroom.' 3 The "text" in the classroom would not be
just the assigned readings in the syllabus, but the seeing and doing of
students in the field. This expanded idea of "text" became a core
notion in the theory of our externship program. Our synthesis of this
theoretical understanding of working with a "text" with clinical in-
sights about reflection upon experience helped us to articulate the ed-
ucational method of our externship program. From that synthesis
emerged our emphasis on making the law school, rather than the field
placement site, our primary learning space. In the field, students
would gather the material that formed their "texts." In the school
they would subject this material to various interpretations.
This choice of emphasis, in turn, raised further questions. In
confronting how to make the school an effective learning space, we
looked to clinical practice to see what could appropriately be bor-
rowed for the externship context. The notion of supervision de-
manded immediate attention. The working group realized that we
could draw on clinical models of supervision in crafting the educa-
tional practice of our externship program. We also borrowed from
clinical methodology the notion of journals, which provided a tested
and well-explored technique for students in the field to gather and
record material as text for reflection. 14
From the outset, two important components of WCL's program
were close supervision of students by teaching faculty and journal
writing. The third was the externship seminar. Our commitment to
this component grew directly out of our conviction that students'
learning in the program should be school-centered. The seminar, we
13 A connected core insight stemmed from Peter Jaszi's work in applying interpretative
theory to copyright law. See, e.g., Peter Jaszi, Toward A Theory of Copyright: The Meta-
morphoses of "Authorship," 1991 DUKE L.J. 455. Peter's approach recognized that law-
yers engage in all kinds of symbolic expression, only a small part of which we generally
regard as legal text.
Elliott Milstein reports that the metaphor of the "text" has been current for some time
in informal discussions of clinical pedagogy analyzing the role of student experiences in
the educational project. However, we have been able to locate in the literature only lim-
ited use of the "text" metaphor in any way even tangentially related to how it is deployed
in this article. E.g., Clark D. Cunningham, The Lawyer as Translator, Representation as
Text: Towards an Ethnography of Legal Discourse, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 1298, 1339 (1992)
("The metaphor of the lawyer as translator would seem to lead naturally to the metaphor
of 'representation as text' if the client's story is viewed as a text for the lawyer to trans-
late for legal audiences. 'Text' also suggests an analogy to literary interpretation, which is
the primary disciplinary cross-fertilization that gives rise to use of the translation metaphor
by James Boyd White.")
14 See J. P. Ogilvy, The Use of Journals in Legal Education: A Tool for Reflection, 3
CLIN. L. REv. 55 (1996) for an excellent analysis of the many ways to use journals.
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believed, would provide a crucial site for learning. Specifically, we
posited that students would learn more if they had the opportunity to
talk with one another about their experiences, in addition to meeting
regularly with a faculty member in individual supervision. In addition,
organizing the seminar component meant in our institutional setting
that faculty oversight of externship students was a legitimate, mean-
ingful teaching activity.15 The final, concrete manifestation of these
various ideas was Peter's submission and the faculty's approval of a
course proposal for an externship seminar in 1992, which is annexed
to the conclusion of this article. This moment represented a critical
conceptual juncture in the development of our current externship pro-
gram. In the subsection that follows, we review briefly some of the
salient highlights of our program's subsequent development.
B. Highlights of the More Recent Past: 1992 - present
With the faculty's approval of Peter's externship seminar propo-
sal, all of the main conceptual pieces of our current externship pro-
gram fell into place. The major subsequent developments have
involved the expansion of the number of faculty members teaching
externship seminars and the range of offerings they provide, along
with the gradual withering away of the individual tutorial model.
In the semesters following the launch of the first seminar, the
WCL supervised externship program grew, as faculty members with
diverse subject matter interests and pedagogical experiences were
caught up in a wave of enthusiasm about this new effort. In part be-
cause the initial discussion of Peter's course proposal had provided a
forum for the faculty at large to learn about seminar-based supervised
externships, and in part because the initial seminar proved popular
with students, new offerings proliferated. Early on, public law profes-
sor and civic activist Jamin Raskin decided to modify his Local Gov-
ernment Law course to function as an externship seminar. Other
established members of the full-time faculty, such as civil procedure
teacher (and former clinician) Nancy Polikoff, designed new seminars
15 We also had some extremely practical reasons for wishing to create a course offering
related to externship activities. When we asked ourselves why our faculty appeared to be
doing a relatively poor job in supervising externships under the individual tutorial mode,
we concluded that part of the answer lay in the fact that faculty received no institutional
credit or recognition for such supervision work. Instead, it was a service that faculty mem-
bers took on in addition to their other teaching assignments. Too often, despite the best
intentions, providing close supervision ended up being crowded out by other obligations.
Allowing faculty members who supervised significant numbers of externship students to




to be offered within the program.16 A new faculty member, Jim Salz-
man, devised and offered an environmental law externship seminar
shortly after his arrival at WCL and became one of the program's
strongest supporters. Over the years, still more WCL faculty mem-
bers have joined the ranks of those participating in the program, as
discussed further below.
In Spring 1995, WCL had its long-awaited ABA site visit. The
final report of the inspection team enthusiastically endorsed our su-
pervised externship model, while noting its novelty in comparison to
the approach prevalent in many other institutions and arguably im-
plicit in the standards of ABA Rule 306; i.e. practicing attorneys who
supervise externs in their workplaces are constituted as the primary
deliverers of educational content, and schools take on the second-or-
der function of selecting and monitoring those field supervisors. The
inspection team's report accepted our program model as a legitimate
alternative. Our site inspection team resisted any impulse towards
formalistic rule-parsing, recognizing instead that our program repre-
sents a thoroughly thought-out set of pedagogical choices, rooted in
the particular history and experience of our institution, with a clear
statement of goals and a design intended to achieve those objectives.
Thus, the outcome of the site visit had an important validating effect
on our program. Significantly, moreover, the inspectors' report urged
us to move toward phasing out the older individual tutorial model.
Subsequently, the legitimacy of our new undertaking was further
reinforced when, in 1996-97, we were fortunate to have a respected
figure in externship pedagogy, Professor Lisa Lerman of Catholic
University, as a visiting faculty member. During her time at the
school, Professor Lerman taught in the new program and assisted our
development efforts by preparing a comprehensive internal report on
the state of externships at WCL, again emphasizing the advantages of
the new model over the traditional individual tutorial approach. 17
These external validations represented, in one sense, the "coming
of age" of our program - a recognition that what had begun as a
pedagogical experiment now deserved to be considered a stable fea-
ture of our local academic landscape. But with maturity, of course,
comes responsibility - and risk. The externship program might now
be viewed as "institutionalized" in a certain sense, but in the future it
16 Professor Polikoff has taught an externship seminar entitled Feminist Theory in
Practice.
17 That individual tutorial externships survive at WCL, albeit in reduced numbers, re-
flects the preference of some individual faculty members to continue conducting supervi-
sion in this mode and some continued student resistance to committing the number of
credits (typically 5 or 6) allocated to the combined seminar and field placement externships
performed within the new model.
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would need to be prepared to compete for attention and additional
resources with other aspects of our general academic program.
Thus, those who had been involved with the program from its
inception were particularly gratified by recent developments: the deci-
sion to designate a newly hired faculty member, Professor Susan
Carle, as Faculty Coordinator, effective in the Fall of 1997, and, at the
same time, to hire Marlana Valdez as the program's Director. This
commitment of institutional resources was both evidence of the mo-
mentum generated by the reports of Lisa Lerman and the ABA in-
spectors and a recognition of broad support within many sectors of the
faculty. In a law school environment (or, at least, in our law school
environment) innovative programs tend not to thrive unless they en-
joy the same institutional advantages as other important academic ac-
tivities. The identification of a full-time faculty member responsible
for the externship program's development was protection against risk
of its marginalization and the hiring of an Externship Director ac-
knowledged that its continued effectiveness would depend on the
presence of an experienced, competent lawyer in charge of day-to-day
operations.
Currently, we are attempting to build the WCL externship pro-
gram in the same way that its basic outlines were first established -
through an open, ongoing, transparent, collective discussion of the
program's goals, strategies, and problems among a mixed group of
faculty self-identified as being interested in externships. The group
includes the full-time and adjunct faculty teaching in the program, as
well as some full-time faculty members who do not currently offer ex-
ternship seminars but have in the past or may do so in the future.
This time-consuming process has several important benefits. Pri-
marily it serves as a vehicle for improving and refining our externship
pedagogy and for giving direction to our program. For example, when
Peter Jaszi was originally developing the concept of a supervised ex-
ternship seminar, the obvious question arose: "What would students
read in such a seminar?" An interested group engaged in a collective
brainstorming exercise on this question, meeting in a series of lunches
to talk about potential seminar discussion topics and related materials
its members had read and liked or used in other classes. Many of the
readings suggested have become staple items in our reading lists. Var-
ious participants in the group, for example, proposed articles for inclu-
sion in a unit devoted to the subtle dynamics of the lawyer-client
relationship, and - in particular - the "construction" of the client in
that relationship. In the same series of meetings, Professor Tom
Sargentich argued for the inclusion of readings about the concept of
bureaucracy, a topic that became a popular component of Peter's sem-
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inar syllabus - one to which students who are experiencing the rou-
tine of a legal workplace can easily relate, but about which they may
never have been pushed to think theoretically or critically.
In 1998-99, we are attempting to widen the circle of discussion
still further, by holding a series of well-publicized luncheon discussion
meetings devoted to topics in externship pedagogy. Among those we
have covered (or will cover) are journal writing, the process of indi-
vidual supervision, techniques for getting creative seminar papers, and
an "idea swap"session on reading materials. These meetings, like all
our collective discussions of externship issues, are open not only to
teachers in the program, but to our entire faculty.
A secondary benefit of our discursive approach to developing an
externship program is that it has served, and continues to serve, to
increase the circle of participation by engaging a diverse group of
faculty members. Thus, the ongoing discussion contributes positively
to the acceptance of the program within the school. Any new pro-
gram that calls on significant institutional resources always is poten-
tially controversial within a faculty, since other faculty members
naturally and appropriately may have alternative institutional priori-
ties. The existence of a large, informal externship steering committee
thus has been instrumental in "naturalizing" our program, making it
truly a part of the fabric of the school.
As we have worked to make our faculty colleagues aware of our
program's objectives and methods, we have also faced the challenge of
articulating clearly to our students what the supervised externship
seminar program is about - and why it could be of value to them.
Promoting a new approach to externship programming has involved
attempting to modify a deeply conservative student culture, toward a
recognition not only that field experiences can yield real learning
value, but also that classroom and supervision components can sub-
stantially increase that yield. Because of the WCL clinics' strong and
positive reputation among students, the externship program's associa-
tion with the clinical program gives it instant bona fides in our stu-
dents' minds. At the same time, however, the popularity of our
chronically oversubscribed clinics also has been a potential source of
difficulty for the new program. We have had to be careful to clarify
for students that clinical experiences and the externship program are
not competitive or duplicative, but two different complementary ap-
proaches to experiential learning, both of which students may wish to
sample during their WCL careers.
At the outset, a number of students did resist the imposition of a
more formal structure on externship activities. It was initially quite
difficult to persuade students to invest a relatively large number of
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credits in a supervised externship experience. From semester to se-
mester, it has become progressively easier, as students have spread
the word among their peers that such experiences are enjoyable and
worthwhile. Ultimately, it has been word of mouth among students
that has proved to be the most critical influence in building the pro-
gram's stature within the school.
Students' generally favorable current impressions of the program
certainly stem, in part, from an appreciation of the learning value of a
structured field placement experience. In addition, however, some of
the program's growing popularity derives from a factor that none of us
might have identified when the experiment began. Participation in
the supervised externship program gives students the sense that
faculty members are paying close attention to them and their individ-
ual educational progress - for perhaps the first time in their law
school careers. At the end of an externship semester, students fre-
quently say that the supervision they received from their externship
seminar professor (a minimum of seven hours outside class, over the
course of the semester, as we discuss further below) was "the most
attention I've ever had from anybody in the law school."
II. COMPONENTS OF THE WCL SUPERVISED
EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Having explained the history and conceptual underpinnings of
our externship program in Section I above, we here describe in more
detail both our externship seminars and our faculty supervision prac-
tices. 18 Underlying the design of these elements is our philosophy
that, rather than artificially constructing idealized work settings for
our students, we should allow them to gain realistic work experience
in their field placements, 19 and that these experiences should then
18 Details about the administrative aspects of our program can be obtained by visiting
our website at www.wcl.american.edu/pub/externship. Our student and faculty externship
manuals, database of field placements, and contract materials are posted there, along with
descriptions of specific course offerings (for both the regular academic year and the sum-
mer session).
19 In this respect, we allow - and indeed encourage - students to develop their own
externship placements, provided that they will be assigned work of the same general char-
acter as that which would be assigned to an entry-level attorney in the same office. We use
a multifaceted strategy to assist students in locating potentially suitable externships. In
addition to word-of-mouth referrals and faculty recommendations, students have access to
our searchable on-line database containing over 600 field placements
(www.wcl.american.edu/pub/externship).
We also organize an annual Externship Fair which brings government and non-profit
employers to the campus to meet and interview informally students interested in extern-
ships. Approximately 125 attorneys and 400 students participated this past year. The fair
gives field supervisors an opportunity to become better acquainted with our school and
students, and fosters the cooperative relationship between our program and legal employ-
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form the nucleus of our inquiry into the nature of legal practice and
the work of the lawyer.
A. Externship Seminars
In general, our externship seminars are graded, three credit offer-
ings. As mentioned earlier, we have not eliminated the individual tu-
torial externship model altogether. 20 However, the vast majority of
our students working in externships currently enroll in an externship
seminar as well. Faculty members receive full teaching credit for these
courses in which they work with a maximum of 18 students. What
takes place in these seminars is a mix of processing students' reflec-
tions on field experiences and discussing readings, films and other
materials that provide students with some background and context
with which to critically analyze these reflections.
1. Processing students' reflections on field experiences
The seminar classroom gives our faculty members a space in
which to encourage individual students to open their field experiences
to discussion and analysis by the entire class, enabling all its members
to learn from each others' perspectives. For example, a student exper-
iencing difficulty in interacting with support staff at her placement
might be given an opportunity to raise the issue in class, providing the
faculty member with the occasion to provoke a discussion of issues
relating to hierarchy in the legal profession.2' This generalizing move
may, in turn, stimulate other students to contribute to the discussion
comparable (or contrasting) accounts of their own specific exper-
iences. Many of us have found such class sessions, in which discussion
ers whose continued cooperation is essential to its success.
20 We recognize that an individually supervised externship may make sense on some
occasions, such as when a student's externship is in an area within the personal expertise of
a particular faculty member, but only if meaningful rather than pro forma supervision is
offered. To ensure rigorous supervision in these circumstances, our faculty adopted new
minimum individual supervision standards in 1997. These standards require that students
meet with their faculty supervisors for approximately 1h hour each week, and that they
keep a reflective journal or log detailing hours worked and projects undertaken. Students
must also submit a substantial written work product for evaluation by the faculty member
(usually a memo written for the externship, a portfolio of less extensive on-the-job assign-
ments, or a research or reflective paper). At the semester end, the faculty member also
must obtain an evaluation of the student's work from the field supervisor. The number of
students registering for individual supervision has significantly decreased in the past two
years, probably due to the passage of the standards coupled with aggressive marketing of
the seminar-based model.
21 In general, faculty members do not take the initiative in raising individual students'
experiences, as revealed (for example) through journal entries, for discussion by the group.
They do attempt, however, to create opportunities for those students to put such exper-
iences on the seminar's "agenda" by their own choice.
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flows back and forth across various planes of generality and specific-
ity, to be among the most rewarding of our teaching experiences in the
program.
Other benefits also accrue from the organization of our super-
vised externship program around the fora of externship seminars.
One inherent limitation of externships as an introduction to the work
of lawyers is that the range of issues to which any one student can
expect to be exposed in the course of a semester necessarily is limited.
In the seminar, however, this limitation can be overcome, at least to a
degree. At their class meetings, students have the opportunity to
learn about one another's placements and to reflect on the variety of
work settings represented in the class. For example, a student plan-
ning for a career in international law (and doing a related field place-
ment) may be so intrigued by another student's description of his
externship working with domestic violence victims that she considers a
change in her own career focus - or at least plans to investigate the
new area further through a future externship! Or (as regularly occurs)
a student with an externship in a prosecutor's office may gain new
perspective by engaging classmates who are involved in indigent crim-
inal defense work. The seminar also offers a relatively safe space for
expressing doubts and disillusionment when idealized views of law
practice are challenged by the reality of the field placement experi-
ence. For example, students engaged in their first externship experi-
ence at a public defender's office may be disturbed by the complexity
of the ethical issues they confront and the realization that many of
their clients are neither innocent nor sympathetic. A student moving
through this initiation alone may feel isolated by the experience and
begin to question her prior interest in criminal law practice. When
several students enrolled in a seminar are working in similar place-
ments, they can use the seminar as a clearinghouse for these doubts
and draw support from the discovery that some or all of their individ-
ual reactions are shared by others.
Through discussion with classmates working in other field place-
ment settings, "disillusioned" students also may learn that their reac-
tions are not unique to the particular practice area in question. The
"disillusioned" student at the public defender's office may discover
that the student working in a prosecutorial setting may be "disillu-
sioned" by the low level of attention given to "routine" cases that nev-
ertheless have an enormous impact on the defendants and other
participants in the system. At an even more practical level, the semi-
nar also provides a unique opportunity for work on problem solving.
A student experiencing a problem in her field placement may bring it
to the class for discussion and brainstorming. The suggestions of class-
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mates may then be implemented in the field placement and the results
of the effort brought back to the class, providing fertile new ground
for discussion of workplace coping strategies. 22
2. Seminar Themes
As noted above, the externship seminars are more than open fora
for student discussion. The work in the seminar meetings also in-
volves discussion of assigned readings, selected both to encourage or
inform students' discussions of their experiences and to illuminate the
larger issues that have been selected for the various seminars. These
themes reflect the backgrounds and interests of the various faculty
members who have responded to the invitation to develop externship
seminars. In each case, however, the seminar theme has been selected
not only for its inherent interest or importance, but because the
faculty member believes that it will serve as a useful vehicle for pro-
moting reflection about lawyers' roles in the legal system and the
larger social order.
As the diversity of our externship course offerings reflects, 23 our
faculty members have developed several varieties of seminars. Some
are organized around a particular substantive area of law (for exam-
ple, environmental or local government law). In these offerings, a sig-
nificant part of the assigned readings (and, thus, the class discussion)
will focus on relevant doctrinal and policy issues. Other seminars are
open to students with many different kinds of placements, but are or-
ganized around readings designed to expose insights that a particular
theoretical perspective (such as feminist theory) may offer into law
and lawyering in various settings. Still others adopt an even more "ge-
neric" approach, by invoking a unifying theme that invites or justifies
the use of a more open-textured set of readings to generate class dis-
cussion. Instructors in these "generic" seminars employ a variety of
pedagogies to explore the work of the lawyer and the workings of
22 In other, differently structured externship programs, a faculty supervisor might re-
spond to a student's difficulty by placing a call to the field supervisor. Such direct interven-
tions are unusual (although not unknown) in our program. The working philosophy is that
externship faculty should seek to build students' confidence in their own problem solving
skills, so as to better prepare them for post-graduation workplace experiences. Ultimately,
the student is encouraged to take responsibility for ensuring that the externship is a posi-
tive experience - and to enjoy the satisfaction of having done so successfully.
23 Last year our externship seminar topics included Administrative Law, Environmen-
tal Law, Examining the Lawyer's Role, Feminism in Theory and Practice, Issues in Sexual
Orientation, Law and Narration, Lawyering in the Public Interest and Government, Law-
yers in Cross-Cultural Perspective, and Local Government Law. This year, we have added
several new offerings to this list, including Issues in Advocacy for Children in Public Sys-
tems of Care, Lawyering in Public International Law and International Human Rights,




In addition to assigning readings relating to the seminar's theme,
our externship faculty members require students to maintain a journal
of their experience, attend class regularly and write a final paper,
which may be either reflective or research-based, depending on the
orientation of the particular seminar. 25 Students receive letter grades
in the seminar based on their performance in connection with these
various exercises, 26 and they receive additional ungraded credits for
their field work.27
B. Student Supervision
Complementing the classroom discussions that occur throughout
the semester in our supervised externship seminars are the weekly su-
pervision meetings through which our faculty members provide stu-
dents with individualized attention. It is crucial to the design of our
program that these individual and small-group supervision meetings
are conducted by the same faculty members who teach the various
seminars, thus ensuring a high level of continuity and consistency be-
tween the approaches taken in these two closely related program com-
ponents. In addition to encouraging student reflection along lines that
24 For example, the Law and Narration seminar uses stories about lawyers (including
literary classics, movies, and lawyer jokes) to draw students into thinking about choices
that may arise in the course of their own lives in the law.
25 Many faculty members also give students varying degrees of responsibility for the
conduct of particular classes, from requiring them to make prepared class presentations on
topics relating to assigned readings or other issues, to turning over the choice of discussion
topics and supporting readings to student teams. Increasing numbers of faculty also ask
students to prepare brief writing exercises (from a few paragraphs to a few pages) as part
of their preparation for particular classes. These assignments may involve responding to
assigned readings or to a question designed to provoke meta-reflection.
26 Students receive three credits for the seminar, two credits directly attributable to the
seminar itself (which meets two hours per week) and one for participation in individual or
small group supervision meetings, which includes maintaining a reflective journal. Students
working under the individual tutorial externship model receive one ungraded credit for the
work relating to the supervision of the placement (journal entries, meetings with the super-
vising professor, and the like).
27 Students earn between one and three credits for their field work depending on the
number of hours worked. Students must complete 140 hours of work (approximately 10
hours per week over a 14-week semester) to earn one credit; 210 hours (approximately 15
hours per week) to earn two credits; and 280 hours of work (approximately 20 hours per
week) to earn three credits. While at first glance WCL seems to require more hours of
field work for less credit than most other law schools, our students in fact receive credit at
effectively the same rate as those in other programs. This is so because, as a matter of
"credit accounting," we separate from field placement credits the one credit attributable to
supervision, in an attempt to give formal recognition to the importance of the supervision
component. Thus, a typical student who works 15 hours per week at a field placement
typically earns five credits in all the components of the seminar-based supervised extern-




will inform subsequent seminar meetings and following up on the im-
plications for particular students of issues raised in previous classes
the supervision meetings also provide a space in which students can
discuss issues that they may feel uncomfortable raising in the larger
group, while providing faculty with an opportunity to monitor stu-
dents' progress more closely than will generally be possible by other
means. The conversation in supervision meetings is rooted in the en-
tries recorded by students in their reflective journals during the previ-
ous week.
Although we have not adopted any standardized format or con-
tent requirements for student journal entries, a common practice has
nevertheless emerged. Generally, instructors encourage students to
make a journal entry in connection with each work session at the field
placement, and to do so as near as possible to the work experience
covered. Although we recommend that students include information
about hours worked and projects performed, we insist that they do
more. We demand that each journal entry include elements of reflec-
tion on experience, which might take the form, for example, of a
"thick" description of a particular workplace experience 28 or an obser-
vation or a meditation on the mission of the office or agency in which
the student is performing his or her externship.
Journal entries are treated as confidential between students and
faculty members, who do not share their contents with other students
or with the seminar group. On occasion, however, faculty members
may encourage students to consider using a seminar meeting to dis-
cuss the substance of a particular journal entry and may attempt to
create opportunities for this reporting to take place.29
28 See Clifford Geertz, Thick Description: Toward an Interpretative Theory of Culture,
in THE INTFERPRETATION OF CULTUtRES 3 (1973); see also Lucie White, Lessons from Drie-
fontein on Lawyering and Power, 1988 Wis. L. REV. 699, 700 & n.5 (undertaking a "thick
description" that would not "impose an authoritative meaning on events" but would leave
in "[q]uestions, tensions, and gaps" about observations of anti-apartheid lawyering prac-
tices on visit to South Africa); Paolo Wright Carozza, Organic Goods: Legal Understand-
ings of Work, Parenthood, and Gender Equality in Comparative Perspective, 81 CAL. L.
REV. 531, 534 (1993) (referring to "' thick description' of... respective legal orders; that is,
through the language of qualitative, contextual description rather than through merely for-
mal, external description").
29 In some placements, students may have concerns about how much and what kind of
detail is proper to include in a journal entry. Faculty members encourage students to con-
sult with their field supervisors concerning this issue and, after they have discovered the
rationale for the guidelines or requirements concerning disclosure of information, to ana-
lyze the rationale adopted by the placement. For one thoughtful beginning in thinking




III. THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF OUR EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Any planning for the future of our externship program must
come from our understanding of its past. We must build on the
strengths our program has developed over time and avoid doing dam-
age to the founding conceptions that have allowed our externship pro-
gram to flourish in the particular culture of our law school. At the
same time, we must avoid being overly limited by conceptions of how
things "have always been done." As we move from an initial period
of conceptualization of the program into a new period of consolida-
tion and expansion, we must retain the original willingness to experi-
ment and push the analysis of the interface between practice and
theory that led to the development of our externship model in the first
place. Although we did not begin our program with a comprehensive
exercise in goal setting, we are at a moment when it is useful to review
and renew our understanding of the goals that have emerged through
the process of developing our externship program.
By engaging a broad group of full-time faculty in the process of
conceptualizing, implementing and modifying the program, we have
created a program characterized by a diversity of approaches. This
feature, although occasionally frustrating to those involved in daily
administration, is one of its greatest strengths. By fostering this diver-
sity, we have developed multiple opportunities for our students to
learn from experience. The interaction among a group of faculty pur-
suing similar, yet varied, externship projects is one of the attributes of
the program we most want to retain as we move forward into the fu-
ture. We have staked out a space where faculty with a variety of inter-
ests and teaching styles can experiment with teaching that can
integrate theory and practice. We want to expand that effort and
deepen our collective knowledge of ways that students' experience in
legal settings can be made an integral part of their legal education.
Throughout the development of our program, we have shared a
deep commitment to do the best possible by our students in helping
them launch themselves into satisfying, socially productive careers.
This goal pushes us to constantly re-evaluate our externship curricu-
lum in order to respond to student demand for particular types of ex-
ternship seminars, workshops, and field placements. We want to
maintain a focus on providing experiences in which students seek in
which they can learn what it means to be a lawyer, how they want to
shape their own lives as lawyers, and how they can contribute to shap-
ing the legal profession.
Another - sometimes controversial, but longstanding - goal is
a commitment to foster and preserve our program's public service
ethic. This goal arises out of the history and culture of our law school
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and the moral and political orientations of most of those who have
been involved in the program's development. We wish to evaluate
the possibility of placements in for-profit settings in light of our
commitment.
Inevitably, in the entrepreneurial environment of our law school,
our program will be pushed to expand in new directions, become
more visible, and take on new challenges. The questions that are open
for further deliberation do not involve whether to generate movement
within our program, but instead how to channel the fast pace of our
institution's momentum in directions that will best serve our program.
We need to ensure that the strong institutional support for the devel-
opment of externships coexists with our ongoing thinking about the
directions in which we want our program to move.
With these considerations in mind, we see some specific develop-
ments in the short-term future of our externship program.
A. Externship Seminars
The diversity in our externship seminar faculty creates the poten-
tial for tremendous cross-fertilization as we each experiment with ped-
agogical techniques and goals that fit our particular interests. But the
diversity of faculty creates challenges for those who are involved in
giving shape to the program. The seminars with a substantive focus
offered so far have been successful because they have concentrated,
not on doctrine, but on critical analysis of relevant legal systems or
subsystems and the tension between law on the books and law in op-
eration. They have provided a valuable complement to the seminars
that are organized more thematically. We must continue to work to
ensure that our pluralistic approach leads to richness and not chaos.
In the future, we hope to build on the already strong collabora-
tive relationship between the externship and clinical programs at
WCL. A number of WCL's clinical faculty were among the nurturing
and guiding forces that gave birth and direction to the externship pro-
gram. Other clinic faculty have brought their experience to the teach-
ing of externship seminars. Still others have been generous in sharing
their experience, training materials, and other clinic resources with the
externship program. We hope this trend continues, despite the heavy
demands that in-house, live client clinical teaching places on clinical
faculty.
Our externship seminar program must also grow in the recruit-
ment of diverse adjunct faculty to teach externship seminars along
with full-time faculty members. We have several excellent adjunct
faculty currently teaching in the program. In deciding whom to re-
cruit for these positions, we are guided (in particular) by student input
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asking for more externship faculty and/or seminar guest speakers who
are alumni of this law school and thus can serve as special models of
what our graduates can achieve. As our thinking about our externship
pedagogy develops, the importance of this "modeling" function our
externship seminar faculty plays becomes increasingly clear. Our stu-
dents often express in their journal writing, directly and indirectly,
that they are looking - in their field work experiences, their extern-
ship seminar instructors, and the seminar materials they read - for
models of lawyers they can see themselves one day becoming.
A final issue related to the development of externship seminars
concerns a longstanding discussion, initiated by then-Dean Elliott Mil-
stein, about expanding the opportunities our school offers students to
engage in reflection about their work in legal institutions regardless of
whether they are working for pay or for credit. In this vision we
should be providing opportunities for reflection to students who are
working in any kind of legal setting. Although we would not contem-
plate offering credit to students for paid work, there does not seem to
be any principled reason to discriminate in other ways between work
for which students are receiving pay and work for which they are re-
ceiving credit. One could argue that students are having their most
powerful and formative legal work experiences, good or bad, in set-
tings in which they are working for pay. All of us who have taught in
our program have encountered students who have had more to say in
their supervision sessions or seminars about their summer jobs or
their present paid employment than about their externships. They
are, in effect, using the reflective opportunities offered by our pro-
gram to process this salient information about what it is like to work
as a lawyer for pay.
As an institution we have not yet fully appreciated that our law
students are in the world of work from the very early stage of their
law school careers. But we must eventually come to terms with and
respond to this fact in our experiential learning curriculum. We may
decide to start out with a less intensive forum for these students -
perhaps some small group sessions offered on a voluntary basis. At
this point we have only the most general ideas about how to address
these matters, but we look forward to focusing on them in the future.
B. Developing Our Externship Pedagogy
Although our externship seminar faculty now share their insights
gained from experiential learning, an important goal for our program
is to further institutionalize this process. The Catholic University sym-
posium provides one impetus for thinking more about our externship
pedagogy at WCL. Another device is our monthly meetings of faculty
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interested in the externship program, which we discussed above. In
addition, the externship program presented this year for the first time
a series of faculty seminars that served to introduce the theory and
methodology of the program to the entire faculty. Our hope has been
not just to educate the faculty about externships, but also to increase
the numbers of faculty who want to participate in externship teaching.
We need to continue and expand these seminars.
In addition, we hope that increased faculty participation in and
discussion about externships may foster scholarly writing that is
rooted in the experience of externship teaching and supervision. We
anticipate being involved in the development and expansion of a new
genre of legal scholarship that is neither doctrinal nor clinical, but that
takes as its point of departure the idea of experience as text around
which our externship program is organized. This scholarship can sup-
plement the existing work of the clinical movement and the law and
society movement by presenting the experience of working lawyers in
the legal system as the object of academic reflection.
C. Development of Summer, International, and Out-of-Town
Externship Programs
We can safely predict that our externship program will grow in
the near future through further development of our summer program,
which has expanded exponentially over this past summer alone. In
combination with the Federal Regulatory Process Program, 30 almost
one hundred of our students took advantage of the opportunity to do
supervised externships this summer, and we expect student demand to
be even larger in coming years. Thus an important priority for our
planning this year will be anticipating and responding to our students'
interest in a supervised summer externship program.
Another issue confronting us in the immediate future is the ex-
tent to which we should permit students to do externships for aca-
demic credit during the summer when the field placements they wish
to pursue are out of town, especially overseas. Driven largely by stu-
dent demand, this issue has taken on some urgency. Our present plan
is to assess the results of our experiment with a limited number of
such out-of-town arrangements this past summer, in which students
met with faculty supervisors in intensive seminars and small group
meetings before and after their externships. These meetings were sup-
plemented with weekly journal writing and feedback via e-mail
throughout the summer. We are also exploring technology that
would allow us to offer interactive supervision sessions with faculty
30 See the discussion at p. 408, supra.
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throughout the course of students' out-of-town field experiences.
Another possibility, under very preliminary discussion at this
point, would involve the development of sister school relationships
between WCL and law schools located in other areas of the country
through which each school would provide structure and supervision
for students doing externships in its geographic area.
D. Externships in the Private Sector
Perhaps the most controversial issue confronting our externship
program at present is whether to change our current policy to permit
students to do unpaid externships for academic credit in the private
sector. Our current policy allows field placements in any government
(state, local, or federal) or non-profit organization, or in any pro bono
project in private law firms (provided that the organization agrees to
meet our standards for providing students with an educationally rich
experience). This policy has its origins in the public service objectives
that were integral to the founding of our externship program. The
question whether to permit students to receive credit for field place-
ments if they have unpaid positions in fee-for-service settings raises
important pedagogical issues. Most of the kinds of learning that stu-
dents who work in public sector settings get could also be realized in
fee-for-service settings. Thus, allowing students to obtain unpaid field
placements in the private sector would extend the range of options for
students participating in our program but might significantly dilute the
service focus that underlies the program's history.31
Preliminary discussions have surfaced many important considera-
tions pointing in opposite directions on this question. Factors in favor
of changing our policy include increased field placement opportuni-
ties, although our location in Washington, D.C. makes any lack of po-
tential field placements the least of our concerns, even under our
current policy. Another, perhaps more compelling, argument in favor
of changing our policy goes to the pedagogical value of having semi-
nar students' field placements span a broader range of potential job
settings so that they can compare and contrast roles of private firms,
government agencies, and public interest organizations, as well as the
experience of working in these diverse settings, when sharing their
field work experiences in class.32
31 That service focus is arguably already significantly diluted by our rather generous
definition of a qualifying placement, which allows students to intern at commercial trade
associations and other similar organizations incorporated as non-profits.
32 Alternatively, some of the same advantages might be obtained by allowing students
working without pay in firms and similar settings to enroll in externship seminars without
receiving any course credit for their field placements as such.
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Considerations of at least equal weight have been raised on the
other side. Many faculty and administrators have expressed concern
about damaging the job market for our students who are working for
pay at local law firms by creating a competing market of unpaid sub-
stitutes. Allowing students to do their field placements in institutions
motivated by profit incentives also arguably creates a greater potential
for exploitation than does our current program restricting students to
public sector opportunities. The resolution of this issue awaits more
faculty discussion.
E. Working With Field Supervisors and Targeted
Placement Development
Another area we have targeted for further development involves
increasing and strengthening our relationships with field supervisors
so that they will have a clearer understanding of our pedagogical in-
tentions in the externship program. We hope, with greater communi-
cation, they will be more likely to give our students an experience that
is as much as possible like the experience of other beginning lawyers
in their office.
A delicate issue concerns interventions with field supervisors
when a series of students report consistently on some defect in a
placement, especially a placement to which our students frequently
return. Our model directs us to try to solve routine problems indi-
rectly, through guidance of the student in supervision meetings, rather
than through interventions with the supervisor that bypass the stu-
dent. We also usually encourage students to stay in placements in
which they are encountering routine problems in order to work on
developing the skills necessary to deal with problems that inevitably
arise in workplace settings. We fully appreciate, however, that there
are circumstances in which "exit" (rather than "voice"' or "loyalty," to
borrow from Albert Hirschman 33) is the most rational response, and
in those situations we support our students' decisions to leave prob-
lematic placements. We need, however, to develop a plan to improve
certain field placements that have current, and even more potential,
value but are nevertheless flawed in some significant respect. Our
strategy is to try to improve our students' placement experiences by
addressing the organization at a policy level, rather than intervening
in any given student's experience.
Another long-term goal involves our gradually becoming some-
what more directed in our thinking about placement development.
33 ALBERT 0. HIRSCHMAN, EXIT, VOICE & LOYALTY: RESPONSES TO DECLINE IN
FIRMS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND STATES (1970) (presenting an analytic typology of strategies
available to individual constituents of flawed institutions).
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While leaving students free to find placements on their own initiative,
we would like to develop more systematically certain types of place-
ments that may offer superior educational opportunities for many stu-
dents. We thus are in the process of identifying areas in which we
would like to increase the numbers or visibility of our externship
placement opportunities.
F. Expanding Other Resources
Currently, we are expanding the resources our externship pro-
gram offers students, including such projects as refining our recently
completed electronic database of field placement opportunities, im-
proving our collections of student evaluations of their experiences in
externship placements, and sponsoring job fairs, receptions, work-
shops and other events in which students and potential field place-
ment supervisors can come together. We plan to continue all of these
initiatives and we look forward to continued institutional support for
their expansion.
CONCLUSION
In the foregoing, we make no claims of either uniqueness or spe-
cial value for the WCL Supervised Externship Program. Rather, we
attempt to narrate how a particular model of externship pedagogy ac-
tually emerged in an institution with a particular history and local cul-
ture. Thus, we approach the question of what "learning value" our
experience may have for others with both caution and extreme
humility. That said, there nevertheless may be embedded in our expe-
rience a few lessons that deserve the attention of those who are con-
sidering creating or revising their own externship programs. Very
tentatively, then, we have identified the following points as potentially
worthy of consideration:
- Every new (or reinvented) program must grow out of the rele-
vant special characteristics of the institution in which it is embedded.
In our case, those were primarily the strengths of our clinical program
and our school's commitment to program development, but in other
institutions, the point of departure might well be different.
- The involvement of full-time faculty (especially those of rela-
tively senior rank) at every stage of program development and execu-
tion is extremely helpful in legitimizing a new program and justifying
its claims on institutional resources. To achieve this involvement may
entail orienting parts of the program in a way that recognizes and
builds on the substantive expertise and interest of faculty members, in




- The identification of a full-time faculty member as externship
director or coordinator appears to be an important safeguard against a
program's subordination or marginalization in the institution.
- Time invested in discussion of program aims and practices is
never wasted, at any stage in a program's history. The broader the
circle of discussion, the more useful it is likely to prove.
- Externships and clinic are two different forms of experiential
education. Each institution needs to think through the relationship of
the two within its own particular institutional life. Within some insti-
tutional settings, the separation of these two types of experiential
learning may be desirable. Autonomy, with cross-fertilization, may
nurture the development of strong, independent theoretical underpin-
nings for the externship program, while supporting the idea that ex-
ternships provide a different and complementary opportunity for
students to learn about law, lawyers and legal institutions.
- Taking time to involve and educate the leadership of the insti-
tution is necessary to achieve educationally sound results. Externship
programs, if pedagogically sound, are resource intensive and poten-
tially controversial within an institution. The support of the law
school's leadership is crucial in obtaining necessary resources and se-
curing institutional acceptance. Therefore, investments of time in ed-
ucating the dean and other institutional decisionmakers in advance of
the final articulation of the program are critical to the program's
success.
- Although there should be room in any program for a diversity
of approaches, each student's learning experience needs to be charac-
terized by internal pedagogical consistency. Specifically, it is impor-
tant that in a classroom-based program such as ours, the faculty
members responsible for the conduct of each seminar also should
have responsibility for the individual supervision of the students en-
rolled in it.
- The ultimate success of programs that demand significant time
and commitment from students may be determined by the collective
attitude of the student body toward the value of the educational ex-
periences that are the components of any model. The leaders of ex-
ternship programs have the burden of persuading students of the
benefits of programs that require students to engage in self-conscious,
guided reflection on their experience.
The ways that these issues are resolved within different institu-
tions will give us continuing insights about the possible educational
objectives that externships can support. Taken together, these efforts
will provide new ways to conceptualize how the experiences of our






TO: The Curriculum Committee
FROM: Peter Jaszi
DATE: October 14, 1992
SUBJECT: Course Proposal: "Supervised Externship"
As you know, the problem of what to do about field placements
for credit (variously designated as "internships or externships") in our
curriculum has been with us for some time. Indeed, the possibility
that we weren't doing enough was raised at the time of our last ABA
inspection, and the issue seems likely to arise again when we are in-
spected later in this academic year. In the intervening years, the ABA
has revisited accreditation Standard 306, which requires that field
placement credit be "commensurate with the time and effort ex-
pended by and the education benefit to the participating student."
The existing interpretation of that standard was promulgated in 1986,
and a more detailed one is likely to be adopted when the ABA Coun-
cil meets this coming December. Copies of the two versions under
consideration (as well as the existing interpretation) are attached to
this memo: What is critical for present purposes is that BOTH pro-
posed versions require accredited law schools to take more responsi-
bility for externships than does the existing standard - and than we
have taken in the past. In particular, the Standards Review Commit-
tee draft of the new interpretation (which seems most likely to be
adopted) specifically includes the presence of a "classroom compo-
nent" as a factor to be considered in evaluating externship programs.
Therefore, I'm proposing a course which I hope may be a model
for one way to better meet our evolving institutional responsibilities
for externships. The course would be open, on the approval of the
instructor, to students who have secured field placements in a variety
of different settings (including private non-profit organizations and
government agencies). Participation would be conditioned on the pro-
fessor's approval of the particular placement, after a conversation
with the individual or individuals who would function as the student's
field supervisors. Participating students would earn 5 semester hours
of credit for an externship involving a minimum of 15 weekly hours of
field work, and 6 semester hours of credit for one involving a mini-
mum of 20 weekly hours. Course requirements would include (1) sat-
isfactory completion of field work, (2) participation in regular
individual supervision meetings with the WCL instructor and (3) at-
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tendance at sessions of a weekly two-hour classroom meeting with the
instructor and other students enrolled in the course.
The objectives of this new approach to externships is several-fold.
First, it is designed to assure that participating students are placed in
settings where they can derive real educational benefits, both from the
work they perform and from the supervision they receive; to fulfill this
goal, the WCL instructor would screen the proposed externships of
students seeking to enroll, and would remain in close contact with the
field supervisors of those students admitted to the course.
Second, this approach is intended to assure immediate, ongoing
feedback, on an individualized basis, to students participating in an
externship activity. At present, some faculty members supervising ex-
ternships emphasize end-of-semester reviews of student work-prod-
ucts as the basis for their evaluation of student performance. And
although end-of-semester performance reviews certainly have a role
to play in decisions about the grant of credit for externships, and
would play a part in the new supervision model proposed here, such
reviews do relatively little to enhance the "education benefit to the
student" to which ABA Standard 306 refers. In the new supervision
model, students meeting on a regular basis with the course instructor
would be actively encouraged to reflect upon their work experiences
DURING the semester. In aid of this objective, students would be re-
quired to maintain contemporaneous journals, and to submit exam-
ples of their work-products on a regular basis. Obviously, the content
of these supervision sessions would vary from week to week, and from
student to student. Among the topics likely to be discussed would be
progress (and difficulties) with specific work assignments, legal re-
search questions, ethical considerations, and issues relating to the
group dynamics of the workplace.
Third, and finally, the proposed approach to externship supervi-
sion would aim to give ALL participating students a shared educational
experience, and a forum for sharing lessons about lawyering learned
"on the job," in the form of a classroom component. It should be
stressed that the education focus of the classroom component, like
that of the course as a whole, would not be on teaching students about
substantive legal doctrine (although doctrinal issues would undoubt-
edly be addressed), nor on imparting specific lawyering skills (draft-
ing, interviewing and counseling, negotiation, and so forth). Rather,
the emphasis would be on helping students to put their field place-
ment experiences in larger context, and to use those experiences as a
medium for raising larger issues about the law's function in society,
the institutional role (or roles) of the legal profession, the dynamics of




The content of these weekly seminar-style meetings (which would
be limited, like the course itself, to no more than 15 students) is neces-
sarily difficult to predict; much will depend on the placements, inter-
ests, and experiences of the students enrolled. However, a
hypothetical series of topics to be addressed over a semester might
include:
Week 1: Introduction to the course and the field placements of the
students
Week 2: History of the legal profession
Week 3: Lawyer and client: Problems of identification
Week 4: Imagining the lawyer's role in fiction and popular culture
Week 5: Imagining the lawyer's role, continued
Week 6: Discussion of initial writing assignment
Week 7: The theory of bureaucracy and its relation to the lawyering
process
Week 8: The dynamics and politics of the workplace
Week 9: Legal ethics in theory and practice
Week 10: The legal academy in relation to the world of practice
Week 11: Legal research and writing in the trenches
Week 12: Career goals and career planning
Week 13: Student presentations
Week 14: Student presentations
As this outline suggests, students would be expected to prepare
two 10 to 15 page papers, on agreed-upon topics, in the course of the
semester. The first set of papers, which would relate to assigned read-
ings, would be submitted to the instructor and would form the basis of
a general class discussion at mid-semester. The second set of papers,
which would relate to students' specific externship experiences, would
be presented by them in class at the conclusion of the semester. The
instructor's evaluation of these papers, along with his or her assess-
ment of students' class participation and field work, would be the ba-
sis of the grade in the course. Students wishing to expand a course
paper to fulfill the upper-class writing requirement would be en-
couraged to do so, but no extra credit would be awarded in connection
with such expanded papers.
Readings for the classroom component would be drawn from a
variety of disciplines, including law, sociology, and anthropology. Ex-
tensive use would be made of fictional as well as documentary materi-
als. To the extent feasible, guest instructors would be invited to take
part in specific class sessions over the course of the semester.
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